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 SECTIoN oNE  ABoUT THIS TRUE NoRTH GUIDE

Gray fox

Hoodoo, Bryce

Bryce Zion

Th ere are numerous books and guides written to 
help people understand Zion and Bryce Canyon 
National Parks. Th e vast majority of the interpre-
tive literature available on these areas is based on 
evolutionary theory. Th e uniqueness of this True North Guide is in 
its perspective. True North Guides are written with three purposes in mind:

 To provide an understanding of what the visitor actually sees from the 
major overlooks and stops along the way.

 To provide an overview of the Grand Staircase and associated parks from a 
creationist’s perspective and compare it to the evolutionary interpretation.

 To show that what is observed in the Grand Staircase is best 
explained by the creation/Flood interpretation.

WHERE TO BEGIN
Whether this is your fi rst or 20th visit to the Grand Staircase 

region of south central Utah, this True North Guide is designed 
to help you get the most from your visit. It fi rst provides some 
help in planning your trip and then an explanation of what 
you will see when you arrive. Th e large fold-outs for each of 
the overlooks and viewpoints in both parks present both site-
specifi c information plus additional things to look for while 
visiting the Grand Staircase area. A summary of what you will 
fi nd in sections two through eleven of this guide is provided 
in the following table.



2 PERSPECTIVE
page 14

Presents an explanation of why Zion and Bryce 
Canyon National Parks are important from a biblical 
perspective.

3
HoW To 
SEE THE 

CANYoNS
page 18

Provides the information on services and amenities 
in and around the parks, which will help you make 
the best use of your time.

4
WHAT 

EVIDENCE 
WILL YoU 

SEE?
page 26

Summarizes some of the data seen at the parks that 
supports the biblical model. It will introduce you to 
ten evidences worthy of investigating as you consider 
the signifi cance of the parks.

5
&
6

EXAMINE 
EVERYTHING 
CAREFULLY
Zion page 30 
Bryce page 74

Contains a three-page foldout of all the major over-
looks in both parks. Introductions include a sug-
gested itinerary for visiting each park based on your 
available time. Each foldout off ers a brief explana-
tion of what is seen from the overlook with referenc-
es to other sections for more in-depth information.

7
UNDER-

STANDING 
THE GRAND 
STAIRCASE

page 134

Provides some background for understanding not 
only what is seen here, but also the way in which it 
is interpreted. Th e section presents a foundation for 
the Geology, Fossil, and Ecology sections.

8 GEoLoGY
page 138

Provides more detailed information on the geology 
observed at the parks than what is given on each 
overlook foldout.

9 FoSSILS
page 152

Discusses general aspects of fossilization and off ers 
more detailed information regarding fossils found 
in and around the parks.

10 ECoLoGY
page 156

Provides more detailed information regarding the 
plants and animals inhabiting the parks than what 
is given on each overlook foldout.

11 HISToRY
page 162

Off ers a brief historical background of man’s activi-
ties in and around the parks.

11
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Bryce Canyon

Backcountry Hiking

Hiking at Bryce           

Water in the Backcountry

Bryce Canyon is best known for its 

hoodoos—intricately-carved rock spires 

left standing by erosion. Hoodoos are best 

experienced from our day-hiking trails, 

which offer an up-close and intimate look at 

these beautiful and bizarre rock formations. 

Day-hiking trails are relatively short, 

moderately difficult, and very popular.

In contrast, Bryce Canyon’s backcountry trails 

offer forests and meadows, stunning views of 

distant cliffs, solitude, but fewer hoodoos. If 

you’ve come to hike among the hoodoos, be 

sure to take a day hike. Check your Hoodoo 

newspaper for day-hiking information. 

Backcountry camping is permitted only in  

designated backcountry sites.

The Riggs Spring Loop is an 8.8-mile (14.2 km) loop 

which begins and ends at the Rainbow/Yovimpa 

Point parking lot.  Either the Yovimpa or Rainbow 

Point trailhead may be used to access this loop. 

The Under-the-Rim Trail is approximately 22.9 

miles (36.9 km) from Bryce Point to Rainbow 

Point. Three connecting trails intersect the Under-

the-Rim Trail at Swamp Canyon, Whiteman Bench 

and Agua Canyon trailheads.  

In summer months, the Bryce Canyon Shuttle 

provides optional transportation to and from 

Sunrise, Sunset, Inspiration, and Bryce Points, but 

does not serve the southern end of the park. You 

must provide your own transportation to/from 

those locations. Please note that hitchhiking is not 

allowed in Bryce Canyon National Park.  

Backcountry Trails      

The Under-the-Rim Trail may be broken into sections as 

follows:

 Trail sections             
             

             
       

 
• Bryce Point to Swamp Canyon T.H. 

 
       

   (Steep descent past the Hat Shop)

• Swamp Canyon T.H. to Whiteman T.H.   

   (Hike through plant communities)

• Whiteman T.H. to Agua Canyon T.H.          

   (Interesting geology and good birding)

• Agua Canyon T.H. to Rainbow Point

   (Hike across hogbacks; good views)

T.H. = Trailhead

distance

(one-way)

11.6 mi /

18.7 km

3.6 mi /

5.8 km

7.0 mi /

11.3 km

7.9 mi /

12.7 km

elevation 

change

1294 ft /

394 m

848 ft /

259 m

1460 ft/

445 m

1365 ft /

416 m 

We recommend that you carry at least one gallon 

(4 liters) of water per person per day into the 

backcountry.  Water sources are intermittent and 

unreliable. 

Water from backcountry sources must be purified by 

boiling (10 minutes), filtering, or iodine treatment.

Please check at the visitor center for the most 

current information on water availability. 

You MAY find water at the following locations:

• Yellow Creek (near all campsites)

• Sheep Creek (near campsite)

• Iron Spring (trail near campsite)*

• Riggs Spring (inside log fence area)

• Yovimpa Spring (below Yovimpa Pass campsite)

* Note:  Water in Iron Spring has substantial sediment 

and metallic taste.

Backcountry Guidelines
Permits.....A Backcountry Permit is required for all 

overnight stays in the backcountry. Permits  

may be purchased at the visitor center from 

8:30 a.m. until one hour before closing. 

Water........C
arry plenty of water and check water 

availability with a ranger at the visitor center 

before you leave. Purify all water from 

backcountry sources. 

Hygiene.....Wash dishes and bathe at least 100 feet 

(30 m) from water sources, trails and 

campsites. Collect and bag food scraps and 

pack out as trash.

Waste........D
ig “catholes” 6 to 8 inches (15 cm) deep at 

least 100 feet (30 m) away from water, trails 

and campsites to bury human waste. Pack out 

all trash and any left by others. Pack out toilet 

paper in zip-type bags.

Fires..........N
O OPEN FIRES are allowed in the 

backcountry. Camp stoves are permitted.

Safety..........C
arry a good map; compass; extra clothing, 

food and water; rain gear; hat and sunscreen. 

Check weather forecast.

Travel..........
Prevent unnecessary and unsightly erosion—

stay on designated trails. Shortcutting is illegal 

and dangerous.

Camping.....Camp only in designated sites as reserved on 

your backcountry permit. Leave no trace of 

your visit.

Groups.......Backcountry campsites are limited to 6 people 

per regular site, and 15 people per group site.

Wildlife......Protect wildlife by hanging all food from a 

tree branch 10 feet (3 m) high and 4 feet 

(1.5 m) away from the tree trunk.

Immediately report emergencies and resource violations to a ranger, or call 911.

Bryce Canyon

Backcountry Hiking

Hiking at Bryce           

Water in the Backcountry

Bryce Canyon is best known for its 

hoodoos—intricately-carved rock spires 

left standing by erosion. Hoodoos are best 

experienced from our day-hiking trails, 

which offer an up-close and intimate look at 

these beautiful and bizarre rock formations. 

Day-hiking trails are relatively short, 

moderately difficult, and very popular.

In contrast, Bryce Canyon’s backcountry trails 

offer forests and meadows, stunning views of 

distant cliffs, solitude, but fewer hoodoos. If 

you’ve come to hike among the hoodoos, be 

sure to take a day hike. Check your Hoodoo 

newspaper for day-hiking information. 

Backcountry camping is permitted only in  

Backcountry camping is permitted only in  

designated backcountry sites.

designated backcountry sites.

The Riggs Spring Loop is an 8.8-mile (14.2 km) loop 

which begins and ends at the Rainbow/Yovimpa 

Point parking lot.  Either the Yovimpa or Rainbow 

Point trailhead may be used to access this loop. 

The Under-the-Rim Trail is approximately 22.9 

miles (36.9 km) from Bryce Point to Rainbow 

Point. Three connecting trails intersect the Under-

the-Rim Trail at Swamp Canyon, Whiteman Bench 

and Agua Canyon trailheads.  

In summer months, the Bryce Canyon Shuttle 

provides optional transportation to and from 

Sunrise, Sunset, Inspiration, and Bryce Points, but 

does not serve the southern end of the park. You 

must provide your own transportation to/from 

those locations. Please note that hitchhiking is not 

allowed in Bryce Canyon National Park.

Backcountry Trails      

The Under-the-Rim Trail may be broken into sections as 

follows:

 Trail sections             
             

             
       

• Bryce Point to Swamp Canyon T.H. 
 

      

   (Steep descent past the Hat Shop)

• Swamp Canyon T.H. to Whiteman T.H.   

   (Hike through plant communities)

• Whiteman T.H. to Agua Canyon T.H.

   (Interesting geology and good birding)

• Agua Canyon T.H. to Rainbow Point

   (Hike across hogbacks; good views)

T.H. = Trailhead

distance

(one-way)

11.6 mi /

18.7 km

3.6 mi /

5.8 km

7.0 mi /         7.0 mi /         

11.3 km

7.9 mi /

12.7 km

elevation 

change

1294 ft /

394 m

848 ft /

259 m

1460 ft/

445 m

1365 ft /

416 m

(one-way)

We recommend that you carry at least one gallon 

(4 liters) of water per person per day into the 

backcountry.  Water sources are intermittent and 

unreliable. 

Water from backcountry sources must be purified by 

boiling (10 minutes), filtering, or iodine treatment.

Please check at the visitor center for the most 

current information on water availability. 

You MAY find water at the following locations:

• Yellow Creek (near all campsites)

• Sheep Creek (near campsite)

• Iron Spring (trail near campsite)*

• Riggs Spring (inside log fence area)

• Yovimpa Spring (below Yovimpa Pass campsite)

* Note:  Water in Iron Spring has substantial sediment 

and metallic taste.

Backcountry Guidelines
Permits.....A Backcountry Permit is required for all 

overnight stays in the backcountry. Permits  

may be purchased at the visitor center from 

8:30 a.m. until one hour before closing. 

Water........C
arry plenty of water and check water 

Safety..........C
arry a good map; compass; extra clothing, 

food and water; rain gear; hat and sunscreen. 

Check weather forecast.

Travel..........
Prevent unnecessary and unsightly erosion—

stay on designated trails. Shortcutting is illegal 

Humans, who have inhabited southern Utah for over 10,000 years, continue to visit 
this mysterious canyon. Why? Originally it wasn’t to hike or take pictures, rock climb or rest. Food and water…it was as simple as 

that. Human survival meant gleaning from the land its scant harvests. Archaic peoples, 
Ancestral Puebloans, and Southern Paiutes, 
the latter inhabiting this area for the last several hundred years, had extensive and intuitive knowledge of the plants, animals, and seasons. Homes were temporary brush 

shelters used for sleeping or to escape the heat. As they observed their surroundings, they knew they could “make a living.” They 
would hunt, fi sh, gather, and grow modest crops. Whatever was necessary to ensure their survival was used, but the harvest did not begin until asking and thanking the generous bounty. 

This ancient way of life is gone now. Today, 
when traveling through on vacation, our temporary home isn’t a brush shelter but a 

rustles and shuffl  es through the park. This year is special. We have the chance to refl ect on the last century of what it has meant to come to this place. A Century of Sanctuary—1909 to 2009—includes the millions of people who have made their journey to Zion and, in many ways, made their mark. From the initial establishment of Mukuntuweap National Monument in 1909 to this year’s gala packed with events, dedications, and programs; we can know, always, that we have an unchanging land-scape to visit. With all the changes in the world, we can take comfort in returning to this spot. We can believe that, even though our personal world may be unsettled, sitting 
and gazing deep into the soul of this can-yon, we might fi nd contentment— we might 

fi nd peace. John Muir suggests: “Keep close 
to Nature’s heart... and break clear away, once in awhile, and climb a mountain or spend a week in the woods. Wash your spirit clean.” 

May your spirit be renewed and soar as high as the highest cliff s. May this visit to your park be a remarkable experience.

To conserve the scenery 
and the natural and 
historic objects and the 
wild life therein and to 
provide for the enjoy-
ment of the same in such 
manner and by such 
means as will leave them 
unimpaired for the 
enjoyment of future 
generations.

National Park Service Organic Act 1916

tent or motel. We graze on granola rather than rice grass. Our water source comes from a tap, not the natural springs in the rocks. We don’t need to forage in order to live. But what may not have changed is a deeply felt, personal experience after we set foot here: the sound of the song of a river; a canyon wren scolding us; the subtle 
perfumery of sagebrush and juniper; the sight of cliff s that make us think big and feel 

small. Yet here we stand, mouths agape, eyes wide. 

What will your harvest be?  Joy, relief, excitement, challenge?  Unlike our earliest visitors, we come to collect not things but knowledge, not resources but memories, not trophies but satisfaction. 
Zion National Park has shed its winter whites, brushed off  the dry remains of last season’s display, and opened its arms to you. The sun warms the ground. Buds and birds return once more. A quiet liveliness 

Zion National ParkOffi cial Centennial Newspaper

A Century of Sanctuary 1909–2009

This special edition newspaper highlights the last 100 years of events, people, 

and places of Zion National Park, but the timeline of Zion began much earlier.
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WHAT THIS GUIDE IS AND IS NOT
Th is True North Guide is not meant to be a technical publication, but 

presents the information in a way that a person with little or even no technical 
background can understand. Doing this requires the use of some terms that 
may be unfamiliar to the fi rst-time visitor. Th erefore, a glossary is included to 
provide defi nitions for many of these terms (see page 168). 

 Although the True North Guide was current when written, things do 
change and therefore it is not designed to replace the maps and information 
supplied by the National Park Service. When entering the park, we encourage 
you to obtain Zion National Park Service’s Zion Map & Guide and the Back-

country Planner, and Bryce Canyon Na-
tional Park Service’s Th e Hoodoo newspa-
per. Further information may be obtained 
from the National Park Service’s Internet 

sites at: www.nps.gov/zion for Zion National Park and www.
nps.gov/brca for Bryce Canyon National Park.

 It is also not our intent to provide a complete list 
of lodging and amenities in and around the parks and 
other sites. Although we do list a few for your conve-
nience, their listing does not imply any endorsement of 
their services or facilities. Th e National Park Service’s in-
ternet site maintains a more comprehensive listing, along 
with most of the logistics necessary to visit the parks.

SAFETY TIPS

 Th e Grand Staircase is an awesome place, but it can 
also be a dangerous place. In order to enjoy your time in 
the area, it is imperative you follow several safety rules. 
 Th e most obvious is not getting too close to cliff s 

or venturing out past the guardrails on overlooks or 
along the rim. People fall and are injured or killed 
every year.  
 Watch carefully for rattlesnakes and scorpions, especially down in Zion 

Canyon. Also, poison ivy grows in a few places in Zion. 
 Carry more than enough water to keep yourself hydrated. (It is easy to 

underestimate and someone else may need some as well.) Most medical 
emergencies in this arid environment are related to dehydration.
 Use caution in all narrow canyons, which are subject to fl ash fl oods, often 

from unseen storms miles away.
 Do not remain on an isolated overlook, or under an isolated tree, during 

a lightning storm. Move to a more protected area until the storm passes.
 Don’t throw rocks over the rim. Th ere are people down there!

Zion: www.nps.gov/zion
Bryce: www.nps.gov/brca
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The Subway, Zion

 In National Parks, pets must be on a leash and under physical control at 
all times. Pets are not allowed in public building or on trails, except the 
Pa’rus Trail in Zion National Park.

For emergency services, phone 911. For non-emergency health care, there 
is a clinic in Springdale just outside Zion National Park (435-772-3226) and 
both a hospital and clinic in Panguitch about 20 miles northwest of Bryce 
Canyon National Park (Hospital: 435-676-8811, Clinic: 435-676-2411).

STEWARDSHIP
Th e National Parks are places of beauty and wonder. With so many visitors 

each year, being good stewards of the earth, as the Bible says, is a necessity. By 
following National Park Service rules, we help preserve its beauty for others.
 Do not litter. In fact, should you fi nd litter, please pick it up and 

deposit it where it belongs. Help keep our parks beautiful for the 
generations to come.
 Stay on the trails to protect fragile vegetation and reduce erosion.
 Don’t deface the park by scratching your name on rocks, 

tree trunks, or park facilities. (Doing so carries a hefty 
fi ne.)
 Do not feed the animals. Not only is it dangerous for 

you, but “human food” can cause them sickness and 
malnutrition — and it is against the law.

If you take only pictures and leave only footprints, others 
will enjoy their stay more because you left no trace of your visit 
behind. As President Th eodore Roosevelt said, “Leave it as it is.”



Question: Where is the tallest single 
vertical rise in the park?
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M � e Human History Museum is the fi rst shuttle stop after the visitor 
center. At this stop, you can see beautiful Zion Canyon photography 
and learn about the history of the park in a 20-minute orientation 
fi lm. Exhibits include information on the ancestral Puebloans 
(Anasazi), the Southern Paiutes who came after them, and the 
Mormon pioneers. Information on park plants, animals, and ecology 
is displayed. � e landscape outside of the museum is practically a 
museum in itself.

FAST FACTS 
> Dinosaur tracks are found nearby.
> The skyline to the west is only a thin divide.
> Narrow, vertically-walled valleys indicate rapid erosion by a lot of water.
> The datura flower is pollinated at night by the sphinx moth.

33 34

If you enter by the east entrance, your fi rst stop can be Checkerboard Mesa 
(see page 66). � e park signs at Checkerboard Mesa describe the main rock 
unit in the park, the Navajo Sandstone, easily identifi ed here by its colorful 
swirled and cross-bedded layers. As you proceed toward the tunnel, watch 
for desert bighorn sheep; Canyon Overlook is just before you reach the east 
entrance of the tunnel, parking is available for a half-mile hike to a spectacular 
overlook of Zion Canyon. California condors are often seen soaring along the 
cliff s in this area.

Services within the park are located at the visitor center and Zion Lodge. � e 
only food available in the park is at the lodge. � e Park Service campgrounds 
are located near the visitor center. Just outside the west entrance is the town 
of Springdale, catering to tourists with restaurants, lodging, and shopping. 
Parking can be diffi  cult at the visitor center, so there is also the option of 
parking in Springdale and taking the free town shuttle to the visitor center 
where you can catch the shuttle bus into Zion Canyon. For further ideas on 
how to plan your visit, read section three of this guide, How to See Zion and 
Bryce Canyons, on page 18.

As you view Zion from the overlooks, you will notice many of the same 
features are seen from most locations throughout the park, but if you visit 
all the overlooks and bus stops, you will see them from several perspectives. 
Once you understand the overall formation of Zion Canyon, you will be 
able to recognize these common features. Each three-page layout will suggest 
interesting things to observe and some questions to consider.

We hope you will enjoy this diff erent perspective of Zion National Park.

The Zion Human History Museum has many 
interesting artifacts from the Native Americans 
who first settled this region.

Zion National Park from Canyon Overlook
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C. Oak Creek Canyon,
site of late 1800’s diversion ditch 
and dinosaur tracks

A. West Temple,
7,810 feet above sea level and the 
highest point in southeastern Zion

D. Altar of Sacrifice,
7,505 feet above sea level, with 
iron oxide stains streaming down 
from the top

B. Vertical walls,
indicating a rapid 
erosional process

GEOLOGY: From the backside of the museum, two miles 
to the west, Zion’s West Temple (A) rises majestically 3,800 
feet from the valley fl oor. � is is the greatest single vertical 
rise in the park. Notice the Altar of Sacrifi ce (D), named for 
the blood-red iron stains streaking down its surface.

To the west-northwest, the peaks of the Towers of the 
Virgin frame the skyline. Interestingly, this skyline is only 
a ridge with similar, mostly dry, vertically walled canyons 
on the other side. Many side canyons in Zion have small 
headwaters and are often dry. Such narrow, vertical-walled 
canyons are evidence of young, rapidly incised canyons,4 eroded by 
lots of water (see page 144).

In front of the museum, a park sign points out an amazing free-
standing arch (pictured above) seen high on Bridge Mountain across 
the canyon. � is is the Crawford Arch. Arches like these are signs of a 
young landscape (see page 147).

HISTORY: Up Oak Creek Canyon (C), below the Towers of 
the Virgin, are the remains of a pioneer diversion ditch built by the 

Mormons to irrigate orchards and crops in the late 1800s. Flats 
like this have been good locations not only for the pioneers, but 
also for the Paiutes and the Anasazi who came before them (see 
page 162). With water and a long growing season, Zion Canyon 
provided fertile ground for needed crops.

FOSSILS: In the canyon behind the museum, as well as near 
the trail to � e Subway, dinosaur tracks have been discovered 
(but are very diffi  cult to fi nd as they are not well documented). 
Dinosaur tracks occur by the millions all over the world. Trackways 
of several prints from the same dinosaur are nearly always headed 

in a straight line, indicating that they were likely fl eeing something. Dinosaur 
tracks can be explained by the creatures fl eeing the Flood on sediments 
briefl y exposed due to a local drop in sea level⁵ (see page 155).

ECOLOGY: Cacti have the ability to expand their stems to 
store water when it is available. Also, cacti, agaves, and yuccas 
amazingly can grow “rain roots” within hours of the soil 
getting soaked. � ese fi ne-haired shallow roots take advantage 
of thunderstorm water but die back in times of drought.

HUMAN HISTORY MUSEUM

Dinosaur tracks

Crawford Arch, seen across the 
valley from the museum



Question: Why is the valley floor flat between 
here and Angels Landing?
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To view the Court of the Patriarchs, take the short trail up the hill 
from the bus stop. � e three peaks, named by Reverend Fisher, are 
formed in the Navajo Sandstone, which is composed of sets of cross-
beds separated by bounding surfaces (see page 149). Hanging valleys 
are seen between the peaks, especially to the left of Abraham Peak. 
As you continue into the valley, keep an eye out for mule deer, wild 
turkeys, foxes, or coyotes. Because of its relatively low altitude, cacti 
can also be seen in this area.

Prickly pear flowers have an amazing mechanism to aid pollination. 
They respond to touch. If you poke your finger into 
a flower, the stamens bend inward, dusting your 
finger with pollen. This response ensures that 
a bee will be coated with 
pollen before flying off 
to the next flower.

FAST FACTS 
> Hanging valleys could form during the receding of Noah’s Flood.
> Turkeys were penned and raised by the Anasazi Indians.
>  In 1995, a large landslide near here caused the Virgin River to wash 

out a section of the road.
>  White-tailed antelope squirrels have interesting temperature-coping 

mechanisms.

ELEVATION 3,993 feet
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Sacred datura, also known as jimson weed or 
moonflower, is found growing throughout the 
canyon. This poisonous plant has 
fragrant, white to violet, trumpet-
shaped flowers, which open at 
night and wither by mid-morning. 
They are pollinated at night by the 
sphinx moth and other insects.

Used ceremonially and 
medicinally by Native Americans, 
even the “right” dose of a datura 
with stronger than average 
poison can cause death. Just 
touching this beautiful plant can cause 
a nasty rash. So, be careful!

E. Landslide debris,
probably from post-flood slides

F. Beehives,
6,904 feet above sea level, 
top of the Navajo Sandstone

Engelmann’s 
prickly pear 
cactus and flower

Sphinx moth
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